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This game is an incredible cockpit driven vechicular combat sports hybrid. Floating tanks, fast action, arena matching, all done
from in the vechicle's cockpit in full detail with a fully working dashboard for the hud. One of my favorite games however it
suffers from only having a small community. Easily a worth while game.. This game was and is my favourite tactical WWII
game out there. Because of this, I thought to myself, why not make a review of it? So there I go with my feels about this game.

Pros:
+strategy based (not YOLO)
+gameplay
+storyline (Joe H. is telling the Marshall this after it all happened)
+multiplayer

Cons:
-AI sometimes does stupid things like going in front of the cover and not behind it
-just a few people play this game (I know it is old, but you get my point)

I had a hard time playing this game on difficult or authentic but I still enjoyed playing it.

For me, it is 8/10.

Old, but Gold.. I'm just putting in a review to say that this seems to be loading fine for me on an Oculus Rift + Touch. There's
no teleportation, so you need a pretty large space. And the system requirements aren't a joke -- it was extreme jittery for me
until I went to the options and switched it from high resolution (GTX 1080 recommended) to standard. Also, it seems to be one
of those games that doesn't have a quit button. But so far (I've only really just started) it's very pretty and the environment is
beautifully rendered.. I love the anime, just bought it to get an extra story. Akko who had break the seal of "Hologorium"
hidden in the basement of the library is become to be trapped in the day that it loops forever and is also attacked by the strange
phenomenon of "Luna nova Seven Wonders"
Gameplay is pretty fun, explore freely in the school which is the stage of adventure, listen to stories from various people and use
magic to find a clue for solution. A dungeon appears if you can unravel the splendid "Seven Wonders". You will be able to
enjoy the previous story by dungeon capture. The characters in the game move like lively animation as if you are watching
anime since the Visual Harmony System was adopted. The cutscene part in the game has also directly made by Trigger studio,
which produced TV anime version.
so far, it’s a good game. Good But Not Great. Awesome, Easy to use.

If your a beginner this is the one for you, WIth no scripting too. ;). Super cool and stylish physics platformer. The magnetism
trick lends itself to Braid-like complexity, and gives the game an amazing sense of flow when you get it down. Flinging yourself
around the levels becomes second nature, which is good because you'll need fine control for a few of those bonus collectables...

Highly recommended if you like puzzles or platformers.
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Wanted to get boobs, but fell for Danny instead.

Really tho, that was an experience! I'm coming to England this summer, so hope it goes like this.
Even if I haven't finished it yet, I totally recommend checking it out.
Choosing the main character and possibility of dating a same-sex person are stunning.

Still needs more boobs and same-sex romances.
And Danny. Gosh, what a tool.. Actually the best game I have ever bought for under 1 euro and is pretty okay and entertaining
aswell. :). SPACEBAR TAKES SCREENSHOT!. 7 and 8, both are 1000 miles above that f2p abomination called 9. But then
everyone knows that now. What esle can be said aside from go read all the positive reviews, (negative ones are baldergash) and
then imagine it's written here....you got my view. Had no tech issues and loads of fun.. the idea is fun, battle with vehicles,
ramming your enemy, shoot, customize, but still, there is some problem :
1. the controll is cluncy, your vehicle is easy to slide
2. not too much player has join
3. im afraid of the monetization
4. i don't know this is intended design or bug, but when you change the server, your level is back to 1

not yet, wait a little longer. It's not that I recommend the game, but as you can't leave neutral reviews, I didn't want it to be
negative. There's no technical shortcomings to the game, and it's proficiently interactive where you can enact your will on the
game quite visibly (Though it was a tad bit on the short side in terms of length.)

My problem is more in the way that the game is written in a way that's not friendly to people who are unfamiliar with the craft
sequence world, of which I have not read a book of. It's intimidating and complex, and it doesn't ease you into it, or explain
itself enough. If you've already played through the other game in this series, "Choice of the Deathless," without issue, then this
won't be a problem either, as I can say my experience with that was very similar to what it was here.. What an amazing game!!!

I played the campaing for 15 hours and still I want to play more. The game have an stunnig soundtrack and beautyfull (yet
simple graphics.
If you're thinking on buying it, there is one more good info: the game is not abandonned; they still updating it.

Let's hope to come a DLC to extend the gameplay.. I find it difficult to not recommend a game that costs \u00a31.43 and isn't
utter trash, but still.

PROS:
-There are plenty of levels
-Reminds me of the good ol' days playing this game on a web browser in the mid 00's
-It's cheap as hell
-It's at least playable, for the most part

CONS:
-It is impossible to climb hills. I thought I was just being stupid or not knowing the controls, but no, it's impossible.
-Leading on from that, there's no way to see the controls. It's not exactly a difficult game to work out, but the option would be
nice. As would being able to reverse, instead of having to do a weird backwards wheelie
-Unless I'm missing something, the game seems to be locked into fullscreen, which I'm not big on
-Again, unless I'm missing something, the login\/register part of the game to get user levels doesn't seem to be working. The box
to type in the username and password wouldn't let me type, and then I couldn't get off the page. I had to alt+f4 to get away from
it.

So really in conclusion, you may as well try it I guess. The levels that don't require an uphill climb are still fun to play, and once
they fix the problems with logging in there's going to be a hell of a lot to do.. This is a neat little game. Great for people who
love horror, but don't like jumpscares. The sound and visuals have a retro feel to them and I found them surprisingly immersive.
Clever use of styling of text further helps with the immersion. The puzzles are pretty easy if you've played similar games before,
but that means the game is also suited for players new to the genre. The game is quite linear, but that ties in with the visual novel
style and I don't mind it in this setting. I'm now eagerly awaiting Episode 2!. Freezes when brainclap happens
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